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Through the modern states freshman year free program, you can sign up for a free online CLEP course. Modern states are a nonprofit education association dedicated to college access for all, and the freshman year free program helps students earn up to a year's college credit without tuition or textbook
costs. Modern states offer more than 30 high-quality CLEP courses taught by the world's leading universities and professors. Each course is tailored to a CLEP theme and includes online lectures, quizzes, tests and other features. Textbooks and materials are also provided online, free of charge. Visit the
Modern States website to sign up for a free CLEP course. Familiarize yourself with the exams Review the exam description and suggested study resources. Learn more about how much time is available for the test and the different subsections. Learn about sample questions. You can find them on the
free At a Glance sheets for each exam, as well as custom exam guides or CLEP official study guide, which are all for sale on each exam page. In American literature, analysis and interpretation of literature, College Composition modular, and English literature exams are optional essays that may be
needed at individual colleges and universities. These essays score the faculty of the institutions that require them. If you are taking any of these exams and have questions about whether the optional essay is necessary, contact the institution that will get your results. If you do not select an institution that
receives the optional essay on the day of the exam, CLEP will keep the essay for 18 months. Please note that college composition exam scores are sent to exam takers two to three weeks after the exam date. See the overall college composition of scoring and mailing dates. Familiarize yourself with the
testing platform This tutorial will guide you through the testing platform to help you understand the testing tools, the types of test questions, and the types of calculators that appear in the CLEP exam. Video transcription exercise graphs and scientific calculators graphs calculators are used at certain stages
of the calculus and pre-calculus exams. Science (nongraphing) calculators are available for chemistry, college algebra, and college math exams. You are expected to know when it is advisable to use calculators for each exam. You can find information about calculators, including practice options, here.
Learn to read the scoring score (.pdf/573 KB) to find out how the test score is calculated. Get Official CLEP study materials from CLEP's official study guide developed and published by the College Board, this guide is the official study resource for all 34 CLEP exams. This includes questions about all
exams, exam descriptions, information about getting credit credit and test-taking tips and strategies. It's ideal for those who want to take two exams. This guide is a printed book. CLEP Individual exam guide If you only take one or two CLEP exams, consider purchasing individual exam guide. They contain
the same content for each subject that appears in the CLEP's official study guide. Each exam tutorials can only be downloaded from PDF files. Multiple choice tips Before answering the question, read the full question and all the answer options. Instructions usually tell you to choose the best answer.
Sometimes one answer choice is partly correct, but another option is better. Before you select one, read all the answers, even if the first or second answer choice seems to be the right choice. Slow down. Keep an eye on him in class. As you continue, make sure you're not working too slowly. You should
have answered at least half the questions at one stage if half the time that the section had passed. Don't spend too much time on any questions. If you don't know the answer after briefly thinking about it, continue to the next question. Use the marker tool at the bottom of the screen to mark the question
and go back to it later. You're guessing. There is no penalty for incorrect answers. If you have some knowledge of the question and are able to eliminate one or more answer choices, you have a better chance of choosing the right answer. Don't waste your time looking for mistakes in exam questions or
sample the correct answers. CLEP is making great efforts to develop valid, reliable and fair exams. Essay Tips If college requires the essay part of the exam, you may want to do some additional preparation. Estimate how much time you can spend on each question. Once you know which questions you
want to answer and in what order, determine how much testing time remains and estimate how many minutes you need to spend on each question. Be aware that these are keywords that often appear in free answer questions. Be sure to know the exact meaning of these words before the exam. Analysis
of the conclusion applied to determine the justification for rating discuss list comparison difference sketch contrast enumeration to demonstrate determination explain explains show generalization show derived from figure If a question asks you to outline, define, or summarize, do not write a detailed
explanation. If a question asks you to analyze, explain, illustrate, interpret, or show it, you need to briefly describe the topic. Organize your thoughts. Write a short outline from scratch paper, which will be used in the test center before you write your essay answer. Textbooks and other resources As study
materials, consider textbooks and other materials used in similar college courses. Check with the college bookstore to find out which related course. Ask your librarian about their place in study aids relevant to the exam you plan to take. These materials may include, for example, videos produced by
education-oriented companies and organizations, language audio files and computer software. Online resources Check out the resources below, compiled by the CLEP test development committee and staff members. Although the resources are not specifically designed for CLEP exams, some of the
information may be useful in preparing for the test.  HippoCampus This site contains multimedia lessons and tutorials. Learner.org the Annenberg Foundation's website for teacher professional development offers streaming video and teaching materials on a variety of topics. Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) MIT offers 1,800 free lecture notes, exams, and videos on a variety of topics as well as additional resources. Online Education Database Library This library provides links to open subjects, broadcast learning, educational video, archives, lecture webcasts, and podcasts from many
colleges and academic journals. Open Learning Initiative Carnegie Mellon University offers free online courses and teaching materials in modern biology, French, economics, chemistry, and other subjects. University of California, Berkeley The University of California, Berkeley, presents free podcasts and
webcasts for current and archived courses. CLEP Practice Apps is now available to practice CLEP exams with the official CLEP Study Guide App for examIam. The app contains the same information and practical questions that can be found in CLEP's official study guide and topic-specific study guides,
but offers a convenient answer to sample questions on your mobile device. The app also includes diagnostics, which helps to identify strengths and weaknesses. To access full versions of sample questions, you'll need to create an account and buy premium apps for $14.99. CLEP Teaching Materials: The
Word of Warning Many private companies offer a preparatory service for CLEP exams. Some are legitimate, but others make promises they can't keep and sell services and products that they don't need. You need to carefully examine the testing companies before you make a purchase. We have
received complaints from students about the following practice, which we believe to be unfair or inappropriate: Trying to sell preparatory services to many CLEP exams at once, a satten payment in advance, or credit credit agreements with a company without the sales preparation materials Sellers contact
you or your family at home promises that you can get college credit without enrolling in college efforts to sell dictionaries or encyclopedia as part of your test preparation packages If you think that you have been deceived, we recommend that you seek help from a such as the Better Business Bureau or
the Federal Trade Commission. Khan Academy – Khan Academy offers comprehensive videos and practice quizzes to help with college-level math, science, and history tests. Ted-Ed – A huge and popular YouTube channel that has everything from writing a college essay on quantum physics. RELATED:
Get your free e-book to learn how our family used CLEP exams to save over $300,000 for college degrees! CK-12 – Free digital textbooks in popular STEM subjects – Astronomy, Chemistry, Algebra, Engineering and Technology. You might get lost on this site. Coursera - Online classes in real time with
real teachers for free! Browse the catalog for classes that are relevant to your schedule and interests. Classes offer vague topics, but also history, religion, public speaking, and everything in between. Harvard College Writing Center – An overview of the college essay on how to cite resources, and outline
strategies. Perfect for studying for College Composition CLEP. Free CLEP Prep – While not as comprehensive as some paid sites, this website will tell you what to expect from many CLEP and DSST exams, offering all sorts of test-taking tips, study guides, and resources, as well as it's 100% free.
InstaCert – While not a free resource, InstaCert's truly thorough online cards can be used for learning, and the forum of test-takers allows you to share their knowledge with other people who are preparing for the CLEP exams. Peterson's – For the award, Peterson offers full online practice tests for many
CLEP and DSST exams. The Peterson website also contains a wealth of information about other college and career opportunities. Dual Credit at Home - Our study plans give students daily assignments, showing students exactly what to learn while taking 13 CLEP and DSST exams. Learn more about
what our program contains. RELATED: Find out what to expect when you take the American History I CLEP exam! Don't be afraid to study for exams. Check out these great resources and give yourself a lot of time to study and prepare for double credit studies. I'm sure you'll smile on the day of testing.
Day!
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